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This report summarises the results from engagement with one of the DARE UK PRiAM project’s key stakeholders: 

the general public. The aim of DARE UK PRiAM has been work towards a standard privacy risk assessment 

framework for those seeking to operate a secure, trusted infrastructure environment within cross-council 

collaborative research networks. To complement this work, understanding private individuals’ perspectives on 

privacy and privacy risk provides a significant contribution to how to articulate to those who might engage with 

those services or infrastructure environments.  

Since the implementation of the (UK) GDPR, data subject rights have been brought to the fore, along with the 

obligations of those who might process their data. Guidance is available to ensure GDPR compliance. However, 

less is understood about how private individuals respond to their rights or to how a data controller or data 

processor uses their data.  

A series of workshops were organised to capture the privacy attitudes of a group of 10 self-selecting individuals 

particularly interested in privacy assessment and risk. Their views were used in the first instance to understand 

the general public’s views on privacy. Further, the results from the workshops were used to develop a privacy 

attitudes questionnaire for a larger, random cohort representative of the general public.  

The workshops led to the creation of a conceptual model of how individuals make decisions about data sharing. 

This model may not map directly onto the provisions of data protection regulation, nor onto the traditional 

methods of communicating risks to help private individuals make informed decisions about sharing their data. 

Privacy perceptions of the public were observed:  

• Participants are aware of processes and structures but feel overwhelmed. 

• Participants are often driven by achieving a specific goal rather than concern about their privacy. 

• Participants want transparency around the use of clinical and research data.  

• Participants are concerned about ‘context’ (i.e., media reporting).  

• Participants reported that they felt that structures and processes should be introduced to facilitate and 

enhance the secure handling of their data.  

The questionnaire validated these findings. In addition, responses showed that private individuals believed 

themselves to understand the legislation and to make informed decision, whilst showing a lack of understanding 

of practical consequences of the legislation especially regarding their own rights.  

From the PRiAM PRAF workshops, the questionnaire and the recommendations from the PRiAM Advisory Group of 

domain experts, themes supporting a more interpersonal approach emerge: 

• What individuals claim regarding data protection legislation will be influenced by the specific context, 

what similar others say and think, and by what they perceive about a situation (i.e., what they want to 

achieve and how they can achieve it).  

• Individuals may become overwhelmed by the amount of information (e.g., privacy notice) they are 

presented with especially if it interferes with their goals. The structures may be there, but they may not 

use them to make fully informed decisions. 

• Individuals must believe that the risk to their privacy is relevant to them specifically and that they are 

responsible for dealing with it: they will then respond to perceived threat. Additionally, though, they need 

to feel that they are capable of acting appropriately to achieve their perceived privacy goals. 

Executive Summary 
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• How individuals decide to engage with a TRE – and share their data – may derive from different 

mechanisms than how regulators and domain experts evaluate the TRE and their privacy structures. 

Motivation to participate (and share data)  

These suggest the following recommendations as a starting point: 

• Privacy notices should be designed to be user-friendly rather than just legally compliant.  

o They should be brief and explicit about what rights a data subject has 

o They should indicate accessible, independent resources that are available when making decisions 

to share data. 

• When individuals are asked to decide about privacy (i.e., privacy settings, cookie choices, and so forth), 

this should be  

o context aware to avoid users simply ignoring them and by default agreeing to data donation. 

o sensitive to reputation 

o any current cases being reported in the press 

• We should reconsider how participation in research or clinical trials might be negotiated with 

participants. Taking the lead from medical ethics, it is perhaps time for ongoing negotiating of data use 

(Muirhead, 2011; Rubin, 2014). 

These findings from the workshops and questionnaire should be used to enhance the privacy assessment 

framework for operators of trusted research environments. In the first instance, this relates to what needs to be 

communicated and what is currently either misunderstood or only partially appreciated. Finally, situating these 

findings within the behavioural sciences helps explain the apparent discrepancy between what the general public 

claim to know and their actions, leading to a suggestion about how to encourage engagement and data sharing.  
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1. Introduction 

  Purpose 

This report is Deliverable 4 (D4) “Public Engagement: Understanding private individuals’ perspectives on privacy 

and privacy risk” of the DARE UK PRiAM project. The report is one in a series of four project reports, which 

together focus on working towards standardisation of privacy risk assessment for cross-domain access and re-use 

of sensitive data for research purposes. 

 About the DARE UK PRiAM project 

The ‘Privacy Risk Assessment Methodology’ (“DARE UK PRiAM project”) project was one of nine projects funded 
by UK Research and Innovation (UKRI), as part of its DARE UK (Data Analytics and Research Environments UK) 
Sprint Exemplar Project programme. The eight-month project commenced in January 2022 and completed in 
August 2022. This research project involved three partner organisations — University of Southampton, University 
of Warwick and Privitar Ltd — and brought together an interdisciplinary team of data governance, health data 
science, privacy, public patient and involvement, and security experts from ethics, law, technology and 
innovation, web science and digital health. 

 

Figure 1: An Overview of the DARE UK PRiAM Project: Deliverables, Stakeholder Engagement and Work Packages 

1.2.1. Motivation  

https://dareuk.org.uk/sprint-exemplar-project-priam/
https://dareuk.org.uk/our-work/sprint-exemplar-projects/
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Trustworthy and collaborative data sharing and re-usage for approved research purposes can help to advance 

public health and patient care. Data and analytics systems are changing and new ways to share and access data 

are emerging, including the potential for greater federation1 of resources and services. Health and social care 

research often require combinations of data from multiple sources, including data from electronic health records, 

digital health applications and wearable technologies (e.g., Sharon & Lucivero, 2019). These changes are bringing 

about new and evolving risks. Organisations responsible for carrying out and facilitating such research activities 

must ensure that reasonable and acceptable levels of privacy protection are in place so that individuals, groups of 

people and wider society are not put at risk of undue harm.2 

What remains vital is that people are protected from harms associated with data disclosure and re-use — and 

that public confidence and engagement in health and social care research are maintained. As such, the DARE UK 

PRiAM project aims to explore methods and tools that can support decision-makers, patients and the public to 

assess and manage privacy risk when considering emerging data access and re-usage scenarios, such as 

federation.3 

1.2.2. Project objectives 

This report is one in a series of four project reports, which together focus on working towards standardisation of 

privacy risk assessment for cross-domain access and re-use of sensitive data for research purposes. Our project 

objectives are as follows:  

• Objective 1: Analyse driver use cases in public health prevention and integrated care. 

• Objective 2: Identify key factors contributing to privacy risks within the Five Safes.  

• Objective 3: Define a risk tier classification framework to provide a consistent methodology for privacy 

risk assessment. 

• Objective 4: Assess privacy risks for use cases using a cyber security risk modelling and 

simulation platform, focusing on  privacy risk (re-identification), threats (linking), adversarial conditions 

(motivations, capabilities and opportunity), controls (homomorphic encryption, parquet encryption). 

• Objective 5: Evaluate the framework, modelling and simulation through engagement with 

multidisciplinary stakeholders (e.g., members of the public, research councils, information owners, 

regulators). 

1.2.3. Project structure 

Three work packages (WPs) address user needs, privacy risk framework and implementation: 

• WP1 “Use Cases, Evaluation & Stakeholder Engagement” analyses use cases, requirements, conducts 

evaluation and captures/disseminates lessons learnt to maximise impact.  

• WP2 “Privacy Risk Framework Specification” identifies privacy risks factors and develops the risk tier 

classification framework.  

 

1 As an example federative approach see the “open, federated and interoperable technology stack for trusted research environments” and “Federated Data 
Analytics Infrastructure - Capability Maturity Model” outlined by Health Data Research UK (HDR UK, 2021b). 
2 The objective of risk management is “not to eliminate risk, but to reduce the risk as fully as practical” by identifying “’appropriate’ responses” that balance 
benefits and risks effectively and appropriately (Kuner et al., 2015). In other words, those responsible for research taking place as part of safe research 
collaborations can only offer “reasonable, not absolute, protection” (Shaw & Barrett, 2006) to individuals, communities and wider society. 

3 It is worthwhile to note that the importance of privacy preservation and privacy engineering has been recognised by the recently published “Goldacre 

Review” on ‘using health data for research and analysis’ commissioned by Secretary of State for Health and Social Care (Goldacre & Morley, 2022) For 

example, the following two recommendations were made by the review related to this point: “UKRI/NIHR should resource applied methods research into 

privacy preservation”; and “TRE 9. Evaluate new developments in privacy engineering; adapt accordingly” (Goldacre & Morley, 2022). 
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• WP3 “Privacy Risk Modelling & Simulation” models risk factors and assesses use cases using the ISO/IEC 

27005 information security risk management methodology.     

1.2.4. Engagement with the public and other stakeholders 

The project has engaged domain experts and members of the public to ensure a broad range of stakeholder 

interests and opinions are considered. A Public Engagement Forum was established with 10 members of the 

public to explore privacy risk perceptions through a series of four workshops. The Forum discussions were 

thematically analysed to produce a survey for quantitative validation of opinion expressed. This survey was 

distributed across the UK, with participation from 500 respondents. The outcomes from the Forum and survey are 

reported in D4 “Privacy Risk Perceptions and Concerns of Private Individuals”.  

An Advisory Board was established consisting of 21 domain experts, including information governance 

practitioners, practitioners running or developing secure research facilities, legal professionals, oversight bodies, 

and academic experts. Using semi-structured interviews, the Advisory Board helped identify and understand the 

risk factors, controls and decisions related to privacy risk assessment. The outcomes of the Advisory Board are 

reported in report D2 “Privacy Risk Assessment Framework”. 

 Scope of the D4 Report 

Work Package 1 (WP1): Evaluation & Impact Maximisation. This Deliverable 4 (D4) report focuses on 

understanding private individuals’ perspectives on privacy and privacy risk. This D4 report specifically 

concentrates on the following project objective: 

 

This D4 report is divided into the following sections: 

• Section 2 focuses specifically on identifying the perceptions and considerations of private individuals – 

the data subjects. These are explained in the context of what is known from the behavioural sciences. 

• Section 2.1 introduces our mixed methods approach, including workshops, the qualitative analysis of 

discussions at those workshops, and the development and analysis from a quantitative instrument 

derived from the workshops.  

• Section 2.4 compares these findings briefly with the outcome from engagement with the Advisory Board 

of domain experts, as documented in detail in PRiAM Report D2 Privacy Risk Assessment Framework.  

• ection 2.5 provides summary and recommendations based on the findings reported here. 

• Section 3 introduces some general reflections about this work, contextualised within what is known from 

the behavioural sciences. The empirical findings from the workshops and the survey complement the 

development of the PRiAM privacy risk assessment framework, suggesting that controlling for risks is the 

first step in encouraging data subject engagement. 

• Section 4 then concludes by summarising key points from the previous sections, and highlights further 

work in subsequent project reports. 

Project objective 5 of 5: Evaluate the framework, modelling and simulation through 

engagement (advisory board, public) with multidisciplinary stakeholders including research 

councils, information owners, regulators, and public (WP1, Outcome: evaluation and engaged 

network of info gov, legal & policy, practitioners and public stakeholders) 

" 

" 
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2. General Public’s Perceptions of Privacy and Privacy Risk 

Private individuals’ perceptions of privacy risk, risk in general and the sharing of data or simply how individuals 

decide to engage is well documented in the research literature. In the following sections, we 

• Describe a mixed-methods approach implemented during PRiAM to establish and validate the private 

individual’s perspective on privacy risk, including the development of a quantitative instrument (Section 

2.1) 

• Relate these empirical findings back to the perspectives provided by the Advisory Board consulted as part 

of WP2 and documented in PRiAM Report D2 (Section 2.2) 

• Return to the empirical background from the behavioural sciences (Section 3). 

The purpose of this section, therefore, is to capture and explain the perspective of the general public as potential 

data donors to a secure research environment. 

 Methodology 

A series of four workshops was organised with self-selecting participants from the Privacy Risk Assessment Forum 

(PRAF) drawn from the southern England and London. They attended a series of four workshops (see below) 

moderated by two members of the PRiAM team. The overall aim was twofold: 

1. To identify privacy risk perceptions from representative members of the general public; 

2. To develop an attitude questionnaire to be shared with 500 members of the general public other than 

those who took part in the workshops. 

The workshops were held virtually to a schedule agreed with participants and hosted via Microsoft Teams by the 

University of Southampton. The workshops were designed to investigate privacy risk perceptions, which would 

then be validated in an anonymous online questionnaire. 

The workshops were analysed by two psychologists on the team to identify overriding themes and develop the 

anonymous questionnaire. 

2.1.1. Recruitment and Participants4  

Table 1 provides demographics of the PRAF members who agreed to take part in the workshops. Note that as 

members of the PRAF, there may be an expectation that they would be more privacy aware than the general 

public. With that in mind, one main aim of the workshops was the development of a questionnaire which could 

be distributed to the general public and validate what the PRAF members reported. In so doing, the intention was 

to capture the concerns and principles that in the future could be incorporated into guidelines as part of another 

project. 

Table 1: Workshop Participant Demographics 

CATEGORY SELF-REPORTED CATEGORY # 

 
4 The four workshops were approved by the Faculty of Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Ethics 
Committee (ERGO/FEPS/71408) at the University of Southampton. 
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Gender identity 

Female 4 

Male 6 

Workshop attendance 

Four 6 

Three 3 

Two 1 

Age Group 

18 - 24 1 

25 - 34 2 

35 - 54 4 

55 - 64 1 

65 - 74 1 

75+ 1 

Ethnicity 

Asian or Asian British 2 

Black, African, Caribbean, or Black British 2 

White 6 

Participants were paid £50 per workshop to cover expenses up to a maximum of £150. Table 3 summarises the 

self-reported characteristics of the participants and attendance at the workshops5. Note that participants had 

identified themselves within a given category6. 

Participants gave research consent to take part before the workshops; they were asked if they would also provide 

data protection consent for the audio recording of the workshops. Microsoft Teams automatically generates a 

verbatim transcription of recorded sessions. The researchers analysing the workshops did not have access to the 

original recordings only the automatically generated verbatim transcriptions (see Section 2.2.3 below). No 

attempt was made to estimate the accuracy of the transcriptions. 

2.1.2. Workshops 

2.1.2.1. Workshop 1 

The purpose of the this workshop was to identify the language used by the general public when discussing privacy 

and privacy concerns. Participants were introduced to five short seed scenarios (1-2 sentences) involving situations 

 

5 Even with a small cohort, the intention was to reflect the general population. As reported by the ONS for 2019 
(https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates/articles/popu
lationestimatesbyethnicgroupandreligionenglandandwales/2019#:~:text=As%20part%20of%20the%20White,points
%20to%20an%20estimated%205.8%25.), we believe this cohort to be reasonably representative. 

6 Indeed, some differentiated higher level categories such as White with ‘Welsh’ or ‘English’. We report only the 
higher level categories here. 
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with privacy risk including online shopping, vehicle navigation (SatNav), health tracking devices, COVID-19 track-n-

trace, and secondary data research project. They were then asked to explore how they feel about privacy in relation 

to the scenarios presented. As the workshop progressed, it was clear that online shopping, health tracking devices 

and data research projects became the most significant. 

2.1.2.2. Workshop 2 

The purpose of this workshop was to explore self-efficacy (Bandura, 1982, 2012) in relation to privacy; that is 

whether they believe they have the ability to manage their privacy within the scenarios presented. 

Participants were reminded of the final short scenarios used in the first workshop and were then encouraged to 

discuss the following: 

• Do they know what to do to protect their privacy in each scenario?  

• Do they believe they have the necessary skills to protect their privacy? 

• Do they believe it is in their control to protect their information? 

• Do they foresee any difficulties in protection of their privacy? 

2.1.2.3. Workshop 3 

The purpose of this workshop was to explore distribution of privacy responsibilities including those of individuals. 

Using the short scenarios used previously, participants were asked to explore:  

• Who they believe responsible for protection of their information? 

• What responsibility do they have for protection of their own information? 

• Do they see different responsibilities in the scenarios described?  

• Do they foresee changes to responsibilities in the future? 

 

2.1.2.4. Workshop 4 

The purpose of the final workshop was to review and test a proposed online survey derived from themes emerging 

in the previous workshops providing opportunity for participants to feedback and comment. Participants were 

asked to: 

• Answer the questionnaire on their own 

• Discuss pros and cons about their thoughts with the questionnaire 

• Be asked how they’d improve the survey 

• Be asked if they found helpful with the survey. 

 Qualitative Analysis 

The analytical approach involved inductive thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006). At this stage, we believe we 

can claim saturation in that the ten participants were reasonable diverse but representative of the UK (English) 

population2. Additionally, we felt that the views expressed were consistent with evidence from other studies (see, 

for instance: Kokolakis, 2017), but that in adopting an inductive approach, we might claim the findings to be valid 

and informative in this field (Braun & Clarke, 2021). 

For the first three workshops, two psychologists independently coded the first and third workshops and both coded 

the second. The codings from the second were discussed to establish the level of inter-coder reliability. 
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Figure 2: Thematic Map from Workshops 1 – 3 

The thematic map in Figure 2 summarises the discussions from the first three workshops. A thematic map simply 

offers an interpretation of the relationships between the main topics (“themes”) identified via discussion or 

literature review7. It therefore summarises a thematic analysis. It may subsequently be validated via empirical 

investigation to become a behavioural model. The Decision To Share Data within the context of privacy concerns 

represented by the scenarios (used as priming activities in the workshops depends largely on the Context). 

However, as the figure shows, this dependency is mediated8 by Responsibility; participants were not entirely sure 

who might have responsibility for assuring the appropriate processing of personal data. Nonetheless, they may still 

make decisions to share personal data with or without understanding who may be ultimately responsible for the 

implementation of appropriate privacy structures. For instance, they reported that when the target activity (e.g., 

an online purchase) might be delayed by reviewing a privacy notice or selecting cookie options, then the target 

activity overrode any privacy concerns (a possible variant of Uses and Gratification Theory (Lin, 1999; Ruggiero, 

2000)). 

That being said, Context may itself be moderated by Pragmatism, specific Barriers and participant Knowledge or 

Experience. Participants reported different behaviours, for instance, in different situations (labelled Pragmatism). 

As already stated, they would be less inclined to consider privacy risks in a retail environment because they wanted 

to make a purchase or complete a transaction. But in addition, within a clinical setting, perceived trust in a clinician 

may influence a decision to disclose.  

At the same time, Barriers to making an informed decision were reported to include lengthy and incomprehensible 

privacy notices; concerns about data sharing; and about the re-use of data. Both Barriers and Context were 

moderated by participant Knowledge and Experience9: rather than actively seeking the information required in a 

specific situation to make an informed decision, participants would justify their behaviours based on their general 

 

7 The arrows therefore simply identify that there is a relationship between constructs, not the nature of that 
relationship. 

8 That is, once a given context has been identified, the decision to share data in that context is made via – in 
consideration of – who the data subject believes is responsible for their privacy. Note, however, there was also 
evidence that a decision to share data may be made directly and without consideration of who assumes responsibility 
for the privacy of the data. 

9 That is, an individual’s knowledge (what they know from others or similar situations) and experience (what has 
happened in the past) may influence their judgement of the context. 
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perceptions and experience, including what they had read in the press or experienced in similar situations. This is 

summarised in the next section. 

2.2.1. Privacy Perceptions of the General Public 

The following summary observations can be made. Where appropriate, we link these observations to related 

research. 

1. Participants are aware of processes and structures but feel overwhelmed. At the very least, privacy notices 

(including popups for cookies) need to be short and to the point. There were two main additions here: 

a. Participants felt that privacy notices were structured to ensure regulatory compliance rather than 

to ensure informed consent; 

b. Participants suspected in some cases that privacy notices were deliberately made over complicated 

and long-winded to discourage data subjects from reading them. 

Private individuals reporting that they feel overwhelmed may well be counterproductive (Witte, 1992; 

Witte & Allen, 2000).  

2. Participants are often driven by achieving a specific goal rather than concern about their privacy. They 

frequently reported, especially in the context of retail, that they were more focused on making the 

purchase rather than considering the implications of sharing their data to do so. This may have relevance, 

of course, for the privacy paradox (Barth & De Jong, 2017): users are effectively distracted by their goals 

and do not engage with privacy risk assessment.  

3. Participants want transparency around the use of clinical and research data. Notwithstanding issues of 

consent and what it means in a particular context (Pickering, 2021), there seems to be a clear 

misunderstanding of research and data subject rights (Acquisti et al., 2015).  

4. Participants are concerned about ‘context’ (i.e., media reporting). As well general concerns about existing 

structures, participants reported a dichotomy exacerbating their data sharing decisions: on the one hand, 

they reported that media coverage tended to be negative (i.e., focusing on breaches and poor practice). In 

consequence, they found themselves increasingly reliant on their own experience and reports from trusted 

others (see for instance: McKnight et al., 2011; McKnight & Chervany, 2001).  

These concerns need to be considered both in respect to what domain experts recommend (see Section 2.4 below) 

but also as they affect perceptions around privacy risk in general and the interpretation of the 5 Safes + 1 by data 

subjects. One final observation: 

5. Participants reported that they felt that structures and processes should be introduced to facilitate and 

enhance the secure handling of their data. This was particularly challenging for the workshop moderators 

since what participants were asking for in terms of governance is largely available. For instance, there is an 

overall data protection authority (DPA, that is the ICO in the UK) responsible for checking compliance and 

auditing; except under specific circumstances, the data subjects retain significant control over their data 

(as set out in GDPR, Chapter 3, and DPA (2018) Part 3, Chapter 310). As identified by other researchers, 

though, empowerment is not enough to support the general public in the information age (see Acquisti et 

al., 2015, p.514). 

There was considerable agreement on these matters in the workshops. This will be investigated further in an online 

survey as described in Section 2.3 and 2.3.1. 

2.2.2. A “Model” of Private Individual Privacy Risk Assessment 

 

10 See also: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/data-protection-rights-for-data-subjects/data-protection-
rights-for-data-subjects  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/data-protection-rights-for-data-subjects/data-protection-rights-for-data-subjects
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/data-protection-rights-for-data-subjects/data-protection-rights-for-data-subjects
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What the workshops have shown is that privacy risk assessment from the perspective of the general public is 

different from the risk assessment frameworks and regulation which would typically, and quite rightly, be in place 

to inform and monitor research or service provider infrastructure and procedures. As summarised in Figure 2, the 

general public make privacy decisions such as the decision to share their data based on context and their perception 

of who carries responsibility. Therefore, they are influenced by what they perceive as barriers, their own experience, 

and a pragmatic assessment of what they want out of a given situation and will then consider who they believe to 

be responsible for the protection or management of their data. Decisions to engage or to share data may therefore 

be based on affect rather than a measured thought process (see Section 3.1 below). It is clear at this stage that how 

data subjects decide to share their personal data is non-trivial. How such decisions are reached should be 

investigated further in future. 

 Quantitative approach: Questionnaire development and validation 

From the first three workshops, the two psychologists created a list of 137 assertions based on statements made 

by participants present: 54 from the first workshop, 37 from the second, and 46 from the third. These were then 

reviewed for duplicates or items which might be regarded as irrelevant or distracting, yielding a final list of 48 

assertions. 

These were randomly grouped into four sets of twelve assertions for presentation purposes (i.e., to avoid a 

participant being faced with a single list of 48 assertions to evaluate). Each assertion was coupled with a five-point 

Likert rating scale (Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree), with some of the assertions reversed to mitigate against 

participants simply rating all assertions the same (Willits et al., 2016). The criticism that reverse valence items 

increases cognitive load (Suárez-Alvarez et al., 2018) does not apply here, we maintain, since the original assertions 

included negatively worded items anyway. 

Each of the four blocks of twelve assertions was introduced with a series of ‘slider’ options: in response to a single 

statement, participants were asked to provide a rating for three associated choices. For example, with the 

introductory statement 

How likely am I to share my information with: 

Participants could move separate sliders for Online researchers, Retailers and Government between 0 and 100, thus 

expressing their views about the context within which they might share their data (or information). The twelve 

assertions in each of the four blocks were presented in random order to address potential sequence effects. Six of 

the assertions across all 48 were reverse coded. This involved taking a positive assertion, for example, and turning 

it into the corresponding negative one: 

For example, I am concerned by media coverage of data breaches or losses was presented as I am not 
concerned by media coverage of data breaches or losses 

In consequence, and as is common with such an approach, participant assessment (i.e., Strongly agree to Strongly 
disagree) are also reversed. 

At the fourth and final workshop, this draft questionnaire was discussed in terms of readability (were the assertions 

understandable?), the length of time to respond, and any general formatting concerns. Using this feedback, a final 
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version of the questionnaire was produced (see Section 5 below). After further ethics review11, this was be 

distributed via the crowd-sourcing platform, Prolific.co. Participants were paid £1.65 for their responses12,13. 

2.3.1. Preliminary Results 

 

Figure 3: Distribution of the time take ("Duration") to complete the questionnaire 

The questionnaire derived from the workshops received 500 responses. Some responses took very little time to 

complete (minimum duration 1.8 minutes) or conversely very long periods (maximum duration 56.6 minutes). 

Figure 3 shows the positive skew to the distribution of how long participants took to respond to the online 

questionnaire, with a modal value of 5.53 minutes14. The majority of durations (the time respondents took to 

answer the questionnaire) bunch together around the measures of central tendency suggests making it reasonable 

to assume the questionnaire did take significantly less time to complete than in the pre-release trial, i.e., around 5 

to 6 minutes as opposed to 11 minutes. Further, it is reasonable to want to focus on responses clustered round this 

point, i.e., around 5 to 6 minutes are the most frequent responses (the distribution, though skewed, is peaky: the 

y values are greatest around this area). To remove outliers based on duration, 95% of responses below the modal 

value (the bottom 8 values) and above the modal value (the top 24 values) were removed. This yielded 470 

responses, or 93.9% of responses from the original 500, preserving the modal duration and the distribution 

skewness, of course, but now the minimum duration was 3.27 minutes and maximum 17.40 minutes. 

2.3.1.1. Demographics 

Ethnicity was reported with the sample summary from Prolific.co, rather than captured explicitly within the 

questionnaire. Table 2 summarises the coverage. 

Table 2: Ethnicity of Questionnaire Respondents 

Registered 
Ethnicity 

# in 
survey 

% 

Sample UK Gov 

 

11 The original research ethics review (ERGO/FEPS/71408) covered the PPIE workshops only. The amendment 
(ERGO/FEPS/71408.A1) covered the derived online survey. 

12 An internal trial with colleagues resulted in an average time of just over 11 minutes to complete the survey; taking 
an hourly rate of £9.00 (which is just short of the UK minimum wage of £9.50/hour), (11/60*£9.00)=£1.65. 

13 It should be remembered that crowdsourcing platforms, such as Prolific.co, advertise surveys to registered users 
who therefore become experienced respondents. 

14 Mean value: 7.93 minutes; Median value: 6.53 minutes.  
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White 429 85.80 86.00 

Asian 35 7.00 7.5 

Black 16 3.20 3.3 

Mixed 10 2.00 2.2 

Other 10 2.00 1.0 

The third (from Prolific.co) and from the UK census information from 201115 align well. Respondents therefore 

represent the ethnic mix of the UK population at this time. 

Self-reported Sex (gender identity16) was captured directly in the questionnaire as well as available from Prolific.co. 

It is summarised in Table 3. 

Table 3: Reported Gender Identity of Respondents 

Gender 
Identity 

(Sex) 

# from 
Prolific.co 

% of 
500 

% from 
UK 

Gov17 

# in 
survey 

% of 
470 

Female 257 51.40 51.00 245 52.13 

Male 243 48.60 49.00 225 47.87 

 

The final two columns are reported from the extract without outliers (according to time taken on the survey). The 

figures across the columns correspond well: in all cases self-reported “Female” is slightly greater than “Male”, 

including the extract of 470 reported here. 

Age Group was also captured in the questionnaire and is summarised in Table 4. Profilic.co provides the actual 

age18; and the UK Census uses different groupings19. This makes direct comparison difficult. The Table is provided 

therefore for reference purposes only. 

Table 4: Self-reported Age Group of respondents 

Age Group # 
% of 
470 

18 to 27 78 16.60 

28 to 42 127 27.02 

43 to 62 178 37.87 

63 to 76 83 17.66 

 

15 https://www.ethnicity-facts-figures.service.gov.uk/uk-population-by-ethnicity/national-and-regional-
populations/population-of-england-and-wales/latest accessed 24.viii.22 

16 As shown below, the questionnaire allows categories “Third gender / non-binary” and “Prefer not to say”. Both were 
0 for the whole 500 respondent cohort. 

17 https://www.ethnicity-facts-figures.service.gov.uk/uk-population-by-ethnicity/demographics/male-and-female-
populations/latest accessed 24.viii.22 

18 Minimum 19, Maximum 81 

19 https://www.ethnicity-facts-figures.service.gov.uk/uk-population-by-ethnicity/demographics/age-groups/latest 
accessed on 24.viii.22 

https://www.ethnicity-facts-figures.service.gov.uk/uk-population-by-ethnicity/national-and-regional-populations/population-of-england-and-wales/latest
https://www.ethnicity-facts-figures.service.gov.uk/uk-population-by-ethnicity/national-and-regional-populations/population-of-england-and-wales/latest
https://www.ethnicity-facts-figures.service.gov.uk/uk-population-by-ethnicity/demographics/male-and-female-populations/latest
https://www.ethnicity-facts-figures.service.gov.uk/uk-population-by-ethnicity/demographics/male-and-female-populations/latest
https://www.ethnicity-facts-figures.service.gov.uk/uk-population-by-ethnicity/demographics/age-groups/latest
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77 or over 4 0.85 

 

2.3.1.2. General Feedback 

The questionnaire including a free-form comment box at the end to capture any general thoughts. 49 comments 

were left; 26 were ‘none’ or equivalent (e.g., ‘thanks’). Of the rest, respondents found: 

• Thank you, the study was thought-provoking 

• Very well thought out and thought provoking questionnaire 

• A very topical study given the times we now find ourselves in... 

The questionnaire was well received, therefore. 

• I work in the InfoSec industry and I can say our footprint we leave online is 

being harvest by big tech giants like google, Microsoft, apple, other telecom 

companies 

• most data about people is surface material, every time i go into a company i 

reject all cookies and every night  i clear all cookies plus other data from my 

computer, and occasiona;;y i shut mu [sic.] computer and clean all programmes, 

it probably just makes myself feel better. 

• My data is lost or stolen in breaches about tice [sic.] a year, that i'm aware 
of ! 

• Data has become so important in the world today because of its application to 

various aspects of life. It is sought after more now than ever. 

Even to the extent that some are aware that personal data has already become so important that we seem to have 

to go to extreme lengths if we want to protect it. This seems to echo Item 4 in Section 2.2.1. Given how breaches 

are reported and an acceptance that personal data are desirable with commercial value, the general public are 

almost lost and rely on their own (subjective) strategies. 

• The only data I really worry about is my financial data, I don't really care if 

other types of data (age, location, consumer preferences etc) are tracked. 

Not everyone is concerned about the types of data that are require additional protection, that is special category 

personal data, but rather with data they see having a tangible impact on the data subjects. To some degree, this 

reflects the pragmatism reported in the workshops (see Items 2 and 3 in Section 2.2.1). 

• Totally agree that the data protection paragraphs are not understood by myself 

or most other users 

• we all need to be careful about sharing data and to take the time and trouble 

to find out relevant things before sharing data 

There is an appreciation that the data subject has a responsibility to protect their own data, but perhaps a 

frustration that doing so is not easy. This was already evidenced in the workshops: participants recognise they have 

their part to play, but don’t necessarily know how to respond or indeed what is available to them (Items 1, 3 and 5, 

Section 2.2.1). 

• Shouldn't have to create accounts to buy things giving info and should be able 

to opt out of everything  easily.  Like all legal wording, they are so long 

nobody reads 

• some investigation into why, after setting your preferences for someone like 

amazon or your bank, a few weeks later you are required to set them again, it's 

almost as if we're being bullied into [accept all] so companies have a free 

hand 
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• Usually the choice is to agree to the privacy notice or not use the site. There 

is no scope for negotiation about how my data is used. 

The frustration extends to current practices which may be seen as weighted against the data subject. See items 1, 

5 and possibly 3 from Section 2.2.1: like the workshop attendees, there is a general concern about being 

overwhelmed currently and a call for greater simplicity and transparency. 

Although not everyone left a specific comment about the subject matter of privacy, there is evidence that views 

identified in the workshops may well reflect the concerns of the general public. For workshop participants and for 

members of the general public who commented here, there’s a call for greater transparency, making data 

protection easy and directed towards the data subject and their level of understanding. 

2.3.1.3. General Views on Data Sharing 

The questionnaire included four general statements each with three options describing a group or circumstance 

related to the general statement. Respondents used a graphical slider to identify the agreement with the 

statement as it relates to the group or circumstance. The results are summarised for the 470 respondents in Table 

5. 

Table 5: General Views on data sharing relating to groups who might receive the personal data or the circumstances of the data sharing 

How likely am I to share my information with (extremely unlikely to extremely 
likely) 

Retailers Researchers Government 

53% 64% 59% 

How do I decide to share my data? (labelled from never to always) 

I read the privacy notice If I trust the organisation 
asking for my data 

I just get on with what I’m 
doing and don’t worry about 
privacy 

43% 61% 47% 

When deciding to share my data, I worry about (labelled from not at all to a lot) 

Organisations sharing my 
data with third parties 

Researchers using my data 
for whatever they like 

My data being used to make 
decisions about me or for me 

73% 49% 63% 

In general, I am concerned when sharing my personal data by (labelled from not 
at all to completely) 

The security of the data I 
contribute 

The anonymity of the data I 
contribute 

The onward sharing of the 
data I contribute 

64% 60% 73% 

In the case of How likely [someone is] to share [their] information, for instance, respondents reported that they are 

53%, i.e., just above 50-50, to share data with a retailed; 64% - a little over 6 cases in 10 - with a researcher and 

59% - a little shy of 6 cases in 10 - with the government. 
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From how respondents answered these questions, there is some evidence that private citizens base sharing 

decisions on a subjective response (trust 61% in response to How do I decide…?) rather than objective and 

formalised processes such as privacy notices. Research is generally well-perceived, by comparison to retail. Most 

importantly, though, the general public are most concerned about the onward sharing of their data, rather than 

specifics of the infrastructure (64% for ‘The security of the data I contribute’, and 60% for its anonymity; 63% for 

profiling or modelling, and 43% for research uses other than originally defined).  

Regarding the 5 Safes (see Section 3), private citizens are therefore most concerned about Safe outputs (what will 

happen to their data) and possibly Safe people. The procedures around security and compliance are less important, 

perhaps, in that existing structures which provide details and allow individuals to assert their rights if they are 

concerned seem to be regarded either as overcomplicated, or weighted against them and in favour of the service 

provider / researcher. 

2.3.1.4. Privacy Concerns: Responses to Assertions 

To establish how the general public responds to the assertions of the questionnaire:  

• Strongly agree and Somewhat agree were summed and are reported in the following tables as Agree (see 

Table 6) 

• Strongly disagree and Somewhat disagree were summed and are reported as Disagree (see Table 7) 

• Neither agree nor disagree are reported as Neutral (see Table 8) 

Where the assertions have been reverse-coded are highlighted as bold italic. Assertions have been categorised as 

Agree or Disagree where the score represent values above 60%20. 

Assertions are shown in the table ordered by the percentage agreement except Table 8 showing the Undecided 

responses. The first column in each table identifies a construct from Figure 2 as follows: 

B Barriers What gets in the way of sharing or controlling their data 

C Context The domain in which data sharing may occur 

KE Knowledge / 
Experience 

Individual’s past experience and /or what they know about a 
given context 

P Pragmatism Motivators specific to an individual occasion 

R Responsibility Who controls the data / decision to share data 

These constructs are listed for reference only and to provide a link back to the qualitative analysis reported above 

(see Section 2.2 and Figure 2). With further analysis of responses, these constructs may also provide subscales to 

allow for the release of the questionnaire as a standard privacy attitudes instrument. 

Agreement 

Table 6 lists the 22 statements20 that participants in the online survey rated as Strongly agree and Somewhat agree.  

Table 6: Assertions that private individuals agree with 

 

20 66% would represent two-thirds agreement. In the tables, values between 60 and 66% are shown in italics 
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 Assertion Agree Neutral Dis-agree 

B I am concerned about my data being processed by 
advanced technology 95.96% 2.55% 1.49% 

B If I agree to let a company or researcher use my data, I no 
longer have any rights to it 94.89% 3.83% 1.28% 

KE Data protection regulation has a negative effect on 
research 94.89% 3.83% 1.28% 

B I don't have time to read all the information to help me 
decide when sharing my data is safe 87.66% 8.94% 3.40% 

B If my data is stored by a third party, the risk to my privacy 
increases 87.21% 10.23% 2.56% 

R The company I share my data with is responsible for my 
privacy 85.07% 9.59% 5.33% 

KE I don't know how to request access to my data 83.80% 8.53% 7.68% 

B I feel decisions are being taken about me without my 
knowing 83.37% 11.73% 4.90% 

R The Government should be doing more to help people 
understand privacy and data sharing 83.16% 9.81% 7.04% 

C If I use a service operating in a different country, different 
rules apply 81.70% 15.11% 3.19% 

R Individuals responsible for breaches should be held 
accountable 72.13% 14.68% 13.19% 

B I don't believe that firms always tell me what they're doing 
with my data 72.13% 15.96% 11.91% 

P I am not so careful about sharing data when shopping 
online 71.91% 18.09% 10.00% 

P I just want to get done whatever it is, and so don't take 
time to read through all the privacy settings 71.28% 19.15% 9.57% 

B It worries me that I don't know enough to make informed 
decisions about my data 70.15% 14.50% 15.35% 

KE I believe the NHS sells my data without my permission 69.57% 15.53% 14.89% 

B I have no control over data I provide as part of a research 
study 69.30% 13.86% 16.84% 

KE I will only share my data with people I trust 68.09% 23.83% 8.09% 

B I feel someone is watching when I'm online 67.95% 15.17% 16.88% 

R I am always responsible for my own data 67.23% 24.04% 8.72% 

C Social networks need to sell my data so that they remain 
free 65.03% 18.98% 15.99% 

B I can't stop my data being shared 61.41% 19.62% 18.98% 
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To a large extent, they agree with the original PRAF workshops. Specifically, data subjects: 

• Do not understand their rights or the structures in place to support them 

• Are concerned about the onward sharing of their data and their loss of control over their data 

• That regulation is too complicated, has an adverse effect on research, and there needs to be official (e.g., 

government) support to understand the context of data sharing. 

What is perhaps most significant is that participants acknowledge they don’t have enough time to seek out all of 

the relevant information to make an informed decision. Data sharing decisions are made on the basis of trust (“I 

will only share my data with people I trust”) not reliance on contract, e.g., legislation as set out in a privacy notice. 

This suggests that privacy risk assessment is targeted at and for the infrastructure provider. Private individuals will 

not take time to assess risk as presented in a privacy notice or PIS.  

 

Disagreement 

Table 7 summarises were participants (members of the general public) disagreed with statements taken from the 

workshops21. 

Table 7: Assertions that private individuals disagree with 

 Assertion Agree Neutral Dis-agree 

R I share responsibility for my data with whoever I release it 
to 

5.33% 6.61% 88.06% 

B I am concerned by media coverage of data breaches or 
losses 

3.63% 8.33% 88.03% 

KE Most people don't understand data protection regulations 5.32% 9.36% 85.32% 

R I feel I make informed choices about privacy and data 
sharing 

5.74% 10.64% 83.62% 

C I should be involved in any decisions about my data 15.11% 13.62% 71.28% 

B I feel overwhelmed by all the regulations 16.17% 15.11% 68.72% 

P Trying to understand all the privacy settings gets in the way 
of what I want to do online 

15.11% 17.23% 67.66% 

B I don't always understand the language when I'm being 
asked to give consent 

19.15% 15.11% 65.74% 

KE I feel I should be able to change the data that is stored 
about me 

24.04% 14.89% 61.06% 

 

 

21 Note that this does not mean they disagree with PRAF members in the workshop. The statements were simply 
generated from the discussion at those workshops. 
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In general, there is a belief that data protection is understood, including the language used and the effort to 

understand what is being said, and yet: 

• Participants do not believe 

o They make informed decisions about data sharing 

o They have any responsibility for their data 

o They should continue to be informed 

Although there is some disagreement with some of the assertions that participants agreed with22, private 

individuals claim to understand the measures in place to protect their privacy, and yet report that they do not retain 

control nor should be (I should be involved in any decisions about my data [disagree]). It is unclear, therefore, 

whether they understand the legislation, but don’t engage (i.e., by reading privacy notices), or they really don’t 

understand the legislation even though they claim to (i.e., they don’t understand their rights). 

Undecided 

Table 8 summarises assertions where members of the general public who responded to the questionnaire showed 

no clear preference. 

Table 8: Assertions that private individuals were undecided about 

 
Assertion Agree Neutral 

Dis-

agree 

B Technology should be developed to help us manage our 
data 

15.57% 42.64% 41.79% 

P Everyday life is too fast to take time to understand all the 
choices and settings for privacy 

39.02% 31.13% 29.85% 

R An independent authority should check that companies 
comply with the law 

58.33% 23.72% 17.95% 

B I feel overwhelmed by all the choices I have to do with 
privacy 

23.03% 29.21% 47.76% 

KE I don't always understand what made a company think I 
want their product or service 

52.67% 22.39% 24.95% 

B Companies deliberately make their privacy notices long 
and complicated so I won't read them 

42.00% 17.91% 40.09% 

C Data for research should be anonymised and deleted 
when the project is finished 

57.57% 33.05% 9.38% 

KE I can still be identified from anonymous data 45.32% 24.68% 30.00% 

R Companies should be transparent about how they use 
data and who they share them with 

44.23% 31.41% 24.36% 

R Companies who hold data have an ethical responsibility 
to use the data for the common good 

30.21% 20.00% 49.79% 

 

22 For example: I just want to get done whatever it is, and so don't take time to read through all the privacy settings 
(agree) versus Trying to understand all the privacy settings gets in the way of what I want to do online (disagree) 
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Assertion Agree Neutral 

Dis-

agree 

B I don't always know how data is stored and shared after 
a research study 

15.74% 30.43% 53.83% 

C Younger people are more tech-aware and so can look 
after themselves better 

46.06% 30.28% 23.67% 

R If a company or researcher uses my data that's different 
from what they said originally, they don't have to tell me 

44.78% 21.96% 33.26% 

B The younger generation are often tricked into giving their 
data because they want to do something 

58.30% 23.83% 17.87% 

KE It's acceptable to share my data for the common good 
(like during COVID) 

59.15% 15.11% 25.74% 

R Organisations like the NHS should not be penalised for 
data breaches as much as commercial companies 

42.34% 30.00% 27.66% 

R I should be asked before my data is used for a purpose I 
didn't originally agree to 

48.93% 24.57% 26.50% 

Again, there are some conflicts here with how other assertions were perceived (see Table 6 and Table 7). At this 

time, we have not attempted to cluster respondents for these assertions to establish if there are any specific 

categories. As part of the ongoing analysis of the survey responses, we will investigate if we can cluster individuals 

based on their responses. In this way, it may be possible to revisit Westin-style privacy categories. 

There are some noteworthy responses here though. For instance: 

Companies deliberately make their privacy notices long and complicated so I won't read them 

 

42% agree with the statement, although previously, respondents had claimed they don’t have time to read the 
information anyway. At the same time, a little over 40% disagree: they believe that the information is there, though 
whether they read it or not is a different matter. Further, although a majority believe that government support is 
required (see Table 6:  The Government should be doing more to help people understand privacy and data sharing 
[agree 83%]), it is not entirely clear that a technical solution is what the public wants (Table 8: Technology should 
be developed to help us manage our data [neutral: 43%, disagree: 42%]). 

The PRiAM privacy risk assessment framework helps service and infrastructure providers demonstrate regulatory 

compliance and risk mitigation processes. However, there is still some way to go before all data subjects use the 

available information to engage. As previously noted, there is scope in future to investigate the implications of 

private individual perspectives on privacy and how this might affect a privacy framework. 

 Comparison with Expert Perceptions 

PRiAM also engaged with domain experts to create an Advisory Board in WP2 as documented in PRiAM report D2. 

The Advisory Board made a set of recommendations about privacy risk assessment and what they expected from a 

trusted research environment. For example, one of the recommendations from the Advisory Board states: 

An ideal risk assessment framework should be able to help communicate the process to non-experts and 

provide guidance to smaller organisations that are looking for advice regarding best practices  
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“Guidance to smaller organisations” is clear and a significant motivation for a privacy risk framework. Further, 

“communicat[ion] to non-experts” is also echoed in the ICO call for privacy notices to “to explain these points in 

writing in a way that’s easy for people to understand”6.  In Section 2.2.1, however, there is evidence that data 

subjects: 

• Do not understand the current structures 

• Struggle to understand all of the regulations 

• Believe they need more help 

• Don’t always read (and understand) all of what they are told 

The Advisory Board recommendation around communication with non-experts is therefore of high priority. 

They also made the recommendation that: 

Understand the reasonable expectations of data subjects even if the processing has a clear legal basis 

Something again echoed in the ICO guidance on privacy notices. Along with the comment that financial data and 

not special category data may be more important23, data subjects do not believe: 

• or understand that they retain some control (and rights) 

• they can influence what happens to their data 

• they can prevent the onward sharing (or sale) of their data 

The Advisory Board recommendation about understanding data subject understanding should begin with an 

appreciation of what they (data subjects) currently believe. 

The legal basis needs some thought. Although some respondents believe themselves and others in general to 

understand the legislation, it is unclear that they understand consent. As a legal basis, except under exceptional 

circumstances this gives them the right to require removal of data they are concerned is being used for unexpected 

purposes or by a third party24. 

Further, the Advisory Board mentions: 

Beyond concerns of re-identification25, we need to think about the actual perceived harms and what else 

can be learned from the data 

From responses received to the questionnaire, data subjects: 

• are concerned that they are monitored and “profiled”, especially via advanced technology 

• do not believe they can influence 

o how their data are used 

o who their data are shared with 

The Advisory Board recommendation about understanding perceived harms (from the data subject’s 

perspective) should include considerations both of being transparent about any additional processing and about 

data subject rights. 

 

23 “The only data I really worry about is my financial data, I don't really care if other types of data …” 

24 See, for instance, https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-
protection-regulation-gdpr/lawful-basis-for-processing/ accessed 24.viii.22 

25 Incidentally, one of the recommendations from PRAF in workshop 4 was that the term “de-identification” should be 
replaced with “anonymisation”. Although not technically equivalent, this does reinforce that the language may 
unwittingly be misunderstood. 

https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/lawful-basis-for-processing/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/lawful-basis-for-processing/
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Finally, and although not completely agreed by the Advisory Board, reference was made to: 

Role of institutions/affiliations in trust/taking liability on behalf of individuals / determining the “safe” people 

…  

Data subjects appear to: 

• make data sharing decisions on the basis of trust (in the classic sense (Rousseau et al., 1998)) not contract, 

i.e., the ‘lawful basis’ 

• be particularly concerned about the onward sharing of their data 

• believe that they have no control (“responsibility”) over their data once released to someone else (who 

then has complete control) 

The Advisory Board comments on trust and responsibility should be understood in the context of data subject 

decision making (based on trust, therefore an acceptance of vulnerability) and responsibility (i.e., who can make 

decisions about their data). 

As well as the recommendations of the Advisory Board, there are clear indications that the ICO guidance on privacy 

notices should be reviewed. For instance, though the ICO recommend a clear explanation of: 

people’s information rights, including the right to withdraw consent, where that’s your lawful basis (loc. cit) 

The results of the questionnaire seem to indicate that data subjects may believe themselves informed, but it is clear 

from other observations that they do not understand their rights or how to exercise them. 

 Recommendations 

Data sharing decisions reported here suggest there should be personal contact between participant and researcher 

/ TRE operator. This is different from current practice based on privacy notices and / or participant information 

sheets. However, the evidence here suggests that: 

• Data sharing is not based on informed consent 

• Data sharing is instead context-specific and more akin to the social construct of interpersonal trust 

From the PRiAM PRAF workshops, the questionnaire and the recommendations from the PRiAM Advisory Group of 

domain experts, themes supporting a more interpersonal approach emerge: 

• What individuals claim regarding data protection legislation will be influenced by the specific context, 

what similar others26 say and think, and by what they perceive about a situation (i.e., what they want to 

achieve and how they can achieve it).  

• Individuals may become overwhelmed by the amount of information (e.g., privacy notice) they are 

presented with especially if it interferes with their goals. The structures may be there, but they may not 

use them to make fully informed decisions. 

• Individuals must believe that the risk to their privacy is relevant to them specifically and that they are 

responsible for dealing with it: they will then respond to perceived threat. Additionally, though, they need 

to feel that they are capable of acting appropriately to achieve their perceived privacy goals. 

 

26 The concept of ‘similar others’ or ‘trusted others’ refers to those individuals believe they share common traits and 
aspirations, i.e., their ingroup (see Giles, H., & Giles, J. (2012). Ingroups and outgroups. In A. Kurylo (Ed.), 
Inter/Cultural communication: Representation and construction of culture. (pp. 141-161). Sage Publications. 
http://www.sagepub.com/upm-data/48648_ch_7.pdf ) 
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• How individuals decide to engage with a TRE – and share their data – may derive from different 

mechanisms than how regulators and domain experts evaluate the TRE and their privacy structures. 

Motivation to participate (and share data)  

These suggest the following recommendations as a starting point: 

• Privacy notices should be designed to be user-friendly rather than just legally compliant.  

o They should be brief and explicit about what rights a data subject has 

o They should indicate accessible, independent resources that are available when making decisions 

to share data. 

• When individuals are asked to decide about privacy (i.e., privacy settings, cookie choices, and so forth), 

this should be  

o context aware to avoid users simply ignoring them and by default agreeing to data donation. 

o sensitive to reputation 

o any current cases being reported in the press 

• We should reconsider how participation in research or clinical trials might be negotiated with 

participants. Taking the lead from medical ethics, it is perhaps time for ongoing negotiating of data use 

(Muirhead, 2011; Rubin, 2014). 

3. General Reflections 

The purpose of the investigation summarised in this report was to identify privacy perceptions of representative 

members of the general public. The general assumption for models such as the Five Safes is that the characteristics 

of a TRE, for instance, such as its governance structures are sufficient to encourage engagement with it, that is data 

sharing. Although the recommendations of the Advisory Board include the clear communication of processes to the 

non-expert (i.e., the general public), engaging with the PRAF and the general public with a general privacy attitude 

questionnaire, has revealed a different perspective. For instance, although respondents to the survey claimed to 

be informed, they were not clear about their rights as data subjects, nor that regulatory procedures are already in 

place to protect those rights, not least against the onward sharing of their data.  

The general public therefore seem to make decisions to share data based on other criteria than specifically a privacy 

risk assessment akin to compliance with the Five Safes however well communicated. For example, in both the 

workshops and the survey, participants reported that they may make a decision to share data based on trust. In 

behavioural terms, trust is an acceptance of vulnerability based on perceptions of the trustworthiness 

characteristics of the would-be trustee and not the reliance on a contractual relationship like regulatory compliance 

(see also Luhmann, 2000). These trustworthiness characteristics are generally assumed to be:  

• integrity – the trustee behaves in a way which the trustor believes to be appropriate 

• competence – the trustee is able to do what the trustor expects, and  

• benevolence – the trustee adopts a positive, beneficial attitude to the interests of the trustor; 

(see Mayer et al., 1995; Rousseau et al., 1998; Schoorman et al., 2007). This suggests a social constructionist 

underpinning for engagement with a TRE, which has also been discussed in relation to AI (Rohlfing et al., 2020) and 

consent (Pickering, 2021). In the next three sections, we contextualise the findings here within what is known from 

social psychology. 

 Risk Perception in general 

From the literature, risk perception is assumed to result from the integration of emotional as well as more 

rational evaluation of what they are presented with (Paek & Hove, 2017). Looking at general risk perception, risk 
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assessment is assumed to be a rational, measured process for experts, but more affect-driven for private 

individuals (Paek & Hove, 2017).  Further, if individuals are to respond and apply measures to mitigate risk – such 

as take responsibility for the privacy of their data – they must perceive that they have a personal motivation to do 

and that this is not something with more general implications requiring attention from another (Paek & Hove, 

2017; Tyler & Cook, 1984). It’s possible therefore that the private individuals responding to our questionnaire do 

not believe themselves capable or directly responsible to take measures to reduce the privacy risk to their data 

(see also Acquisti et al., 2015). 

Despite the availability of information, there’s no guarantee that individuals will process it all (Smerecnik et al., 

2012). Similarly, respondents reported that they were aware of privacy notices and regulations but did not 

demonstrate the consequences of the rights associated with them. Affect (Barrett & Bliss-Moreau, 2009) is known 

to influence judgement: a positive emotional state will reduce the perceived risk and conversely inflate perceived 

benefit (Finucane et al., 2000; Loewenstein et al., 2001; Slovic et al., 2004). At the same time, too much 

information might overwhelm (Bada et al., 2015), leading to an inability to act (Witte, 1992; Witte & Allen, 2000). 

There is evidence here that individuals do feel overwhelmed, or at least that they have other priorities because of 

time pressures or simply wanting to complete a transaction immediately. 

What we know less about at this stage relates to individual differences.  This is important as suggested by general 

behavioural models. The personal disposition of individuals is known to influence a willingness to respond to risk 

perceptions, for instance: where a risk is perceived to be high, coupled with low self-efficacy (the belief in one’s 

own ability to act), they become avoidant and do not act. This may explain the assertion that they know about the 

legislation and so forth but feel overwhelmed about doing anything. Conversely, even if the risk is perceived to be 

high, if self-efficacy is also high, then they will take appropriate steps to mitigate the risk (Rimal & Real, 2003).  

 Privacy Concerns: revisiting Westin 

Empirical work has already been reported which seeks to identify the privacy attitudes of the general public. 

Although situated specifically within marketing, traditionally members of the public27 are categorised as one of 

three types regarding their willingness to share data (Westin, 2003): 

1. Privacy fundamentalists: those who are very concerned and will always take measures to understand and 

protect their privacy 

2. Privacy pragmatists: those who will adapt their attitude to the current situation 

3. Privacy unconcerned: those who don’t really care much about privacy. 

Notwithstanding potential cultural differences as well as different regulatory contexts between the United States 

and the UK (Bennett, 2018; Cath et al., 2018), we have previously seen similar categories of reported behaviour 

regarding technology use and the spread of misinformation in a post-truth age (Pickering et al., 2020). If such 

categories are valid, then we would expect to see them represented in our engagement with the general public as 

part of PRiAM independently of the privacy controls in place. For example, some will report reading a privacy notice 

very carefully (the privacy fundamentalists), while others will not (the privacy unconcerned). Notwithstanding 

context differences28, if the Westin typology is assumed to be robust and more generally applicable, we would 

expect that the different types to emerge in the frequency distributions of some of the answers to the 

questionnaire. For instance, if we look at responses to the last two statements in Table 5, we would expect privacy 

fundamentals to group towards the higher end of the concern scale (towards 100% or “A lot” or “Completely”); 

 

27 Specifically in the United States of America 

28 The Westin studies are targeted towards privacy within the use of personal data for marketing in the USA, whereas 
here we have identified privacy concerns of typical private citizens in the UK across different contexts. 
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privacy unconcerned respondents would group instead to the low end of the scale (lower percentages or “Not at 

all”). The frequency distributions would tend towards bimodal, therefore. The privacy pragmatists may appear 

anywhere along the scale, exaggerating one or other modal peak, or flattening the distribution. 

To test this, consider first responses to the statement: When deciding to share my data, I worry about. Figure 4 

shows the frequency distributions, with the abscissa for each panel showing the extent of concern: values to the 

right would be associated with increased concern or “A lot”, to the left with little concern, tending towards “Not at 

all”. The ordinate shows the frequency a given percentage was selected by the 470 respondents.  

There is no clear evidence for a bi- or multi-modal distribution for any of three contexts. The bottom panel, 

concerning data being used for automatic decision-making, may tend towards a flattened distribution reflecting a 

less homogeneous cohort. However, there is little clear-cut evidence to support this. 

 

Figure 4: Frequency distribution for responses to the statement When deciding to share my data, I worry about... 

By contrast, the top and middle panels are negatively and positively skewed respectively. Therefore, in response to 

the idea of organisations sharing personal data, responses bunch towards a significant level of concerns towards 
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the right. Private citizens do not want their data shared. Similarly, in the middle panel, responses bunch towards 

the low end: Private citizens are not very concerned with the secondary use of their data by researchers. 

 

Figure 5: Frequency distribution in response to the statement In general, I'm concerned when sharing my personal data by… 

A slightly different, though complementary picture emerges in response to In general, I’m concerned when sharing 

my personal data by… (Figure 5). There is some indication of a bimodal distribution in the top panel relating to the 

security of data. This may reflect differences in respondent awareness and experience with security. The modes, 

we suggest, are too close to suggest a Westin-style difference among respondents, though. 

The bottom panel concerning data sharing confirms what is shown in the top panel of Figure 3 towards the 

“Completely” end of the scale validating that Private citizens are concerned about their data being shared. The 

middle panel of Figure 4approaches a normal distribution. This suggests an equivocal response to anonymity: some 

(perhaps the majority) people are concerned, the rest are not. 

Overall, though, there is little evidence in this part of the questionnaire that individual citizens conform to the 

Westin categories regarding privacy concern (though see Section 2.3.1.4 and the Undecided responses). Instead, 

and validating what was found in the workshops with the PRAF, they are uniformly and consistently concerned 
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about the onward sharing of data. From Table 5, there is some indication that they base sharing decisions on trust 

rather than an objective evaluation of trustworthiness operationalised by policies or regulation. Indeed, the latter 

seem to overwhelm the data subjects. Further, there is evidence that research is likely to encourage data sharing, 

but retail less so. 

 Behavioural Interpretation of Results 

The main results from engagement with the general public via the workshops and the online questionnaire may 

be summarised as follows: 

• Private individuals may be overwhelmed by the amount of information they believe they are expected 

to process to make privacy decisions 

 

This type of response has been well-attested in the literature. For instance, Witte developed a 

behavioural model which describes a dual path in response to the perception of risk. So long as 

individuals believe they are in control – for instance, self-efficacy is high – then they will adopt suitable 

behaviours, such as making appropriate decisions to ensure the privacy of their own personal data. If this 

is not the case – for instance, when they believe they are unable to act – then they will not act at all or act 

in a way which may exacerbate risk (Witte, 1992; Witte & Allen, 2000). Therefore, as reflected in the 

Recommendations, it is not enough to comply with regulation in terms of privacy notice or participant 

information sheets and then assumed individuals are making informed decisions about sharing their data. 

 

• There is an apparent contradiction between what private individuals claim (e.g., that they understand 

regulation) and what they believe or actually do (e.g., the belief they have no control over data once 

shared) 

 

In behavioural terms, this has strong parallels with the discrepancy between the intention to act (e.g., to 

review a privacy notice or participant information sheet) before acting (i.e., making an informed decision 

about data sharing). This goes back to models of planned behaviour (Ajzen, 1991, 2011; Ajzen & Fishbein, 

2005) and derivatives (see, for example, McKnight et al., 2011; McKnight et al., 2009), as well as specific 

research around the intention-behaviour gap (Sheeran & Webb, 2016). There are at least two different 

interpretations for the thematic analysis of the workshops and the online questionnaire, assuming that 

participants are not being dishonest. First, that they have decided to act based on invalid assumptions: 

they have read the regulations but have misinterpreted them. To address this would mean that operators 

of a TRE, for instance, would need to focus on what data donors understand about sharing their data. This 

is the clear communication that was highlighted by the Advisory Board as well as the constructs leading 

up to the Context in the thematic map in Figure 2. Secondly, this may instead mean focusing on the 

motivation to go from intention to action. That appears to be based on trust in the researchers or 

operators of the TRE, though there are additional behavioural models which would explain this (Deci & 

Ryan, 2000; Ryan & Deci, 2000a, 2000b).  

 

• Concern about privacy does not necessarily predict data sharing behaviours 

 

One specific discrepancy between intention and behaviour is the so-called privacy paradox: in particular, 

individuals claim to be concerned about privacy and yet share personal and sensitive data freely (Barth & 

De Jong, 2017; Dienlin & Trepte, 2015). Acquisti and his colleagues criticise the assumptions that 

regulation empowers individuals instead focusing on different motivators (Acquisti, 2012; Acquisti et al., 

2015). There is also evidence from the PRAF workshops and the online questionnaire that private 
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individuals make some sharing decisions based on task (e.g., retail goals) or trust (i.e., an acceptance of 

vulnerability, particularly in a research context; see Table 5). As in the previous case (a discrepancy 

between intention and action), this needs further investigation and is consistent with Advisory Board 

recommendations about data subject / participant expectations29. The work reported here already 

provides a basis to explore this further. 

 Behavioural insights: Concluding Remarks 

In this section, we have considered three main research strands from social psychology: general perceptions of risk, 

Westin’s privacy categories, and behavioural models in general and specifically as they relate to data sharing. In the 

first instance, the themes and perspectives highlighted by the PRAF workshops and derived questionnaire are 

consistent with what is known from the behavioural sciences as shown. This also foregrounds a need to consider 

the perspectives of data subjects (in data protection terms) or participants (more generally) making decisions to 

share their data. Although we have focused here on data protection as one of the major themes participants 

brought up in the PRAF workshops, this emphasis on the data subject / participant brings back into focus the ethical 

perspective of data exploitation (Carroll et al., 2020) and participation (Antonia Vlahou et al., 2021; Hand, 2018)30. 

The DARE UK PRiAM project therefore provides empirical evidence to support this focus. 

4. Conclusion 

This report has documented engagement with private individuals within PRiAM as representatives of the general 

public in recognition of their role as significant stakeholders for institutions such as trusted research environments 

who need or ask for personal data. This included a set of workshops with a PRAF to explore privacy perceptions and 

concerns. The workshop discussions led to the development of an anonymous questionnaire which was distributed 

to the general public (500 respondents). The questionnaire largely validated the results from the PRAF workshops, 

suggesting that the privacy attitudes apply to the general population. 

The results of engagement with the privacy attitudes of private individuals led to an exploration of well-known 

behavioural models to explain perceived behaviours. Further, it was suggested that although the privacy risk 

framework provides service and infrastructure providers with a mechanism to demonstrate trustworthiness to 

potential users (i.e., private individuals as data subjects), to motivate the public’s engagement would need to 

ensure they do not feel overwhelmed (in terms of effort required), but instead get a sense of belonging with other 

users and with the service provider in their management of privacy. 

This report therefore complements other PRiAM deliverables. Additionally, it has provided empirical data (in terms 

of public responses to recognised privacy issues) to be investigated further in support of public engagement 

involving the sharing of their personal data. 

 

  

 

29 For instance: “Understand the reasonable expectations of data subjects even if the processing has a clear legal 
basis” and “… we need to think about the actual perceived harms …” 

30 Note: the PRiAM Advisory Group do make a recommendation on research ethics, though this is specifically about 
governance and oversight rather than more general ethical principles such as autonomy and equanimity. 
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5. Appendix: Final Questionnaire  

Each of the slider questions (number Q2.1, Q3.1, Q4.1, and Q5.1) has the form: 

 

The twelve assertions in each section (Q2.2, Q3.2, Q4.2 ad Q5.2) are randomised. 

 

Q2.1 How likely am I to share my information with 

Options: Online retailers, Researchers, the Government 

Slider: 0 -100, end points: Extremely Unlikely, Extremely Likely 
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Q2.2 Please read the following statements and tell us whether you agree or not 

An independent authority should check that companies comply with the law    

Data protection regulation has a negative effect on research    

Social networks need to sell my data so that they remain free    

Technology should be developed to help us manage our data    

I keep control over data I provide as part of a research study    

I don't need to be involved in any decisions about my data    

Everyday life is too fast to take time to understand all the choices and settings for privacy  

I don't have time to read all the information to help me decide when sharing my data is safe    

I share responsibility for my data with whoever I release it to  

It worries me that I don't know enough to make informed decisions about my data   

I believe the NHS sells my data without my permission  

I feel overwhelmed by all the choices I have to do with privacy   

 

Q3.1 How do I decide to share my data? 

Options: I read the privacy notice, If I trust the organisation asking for my data, I just get on with what I’m 

doing and don’t worry about privacy 

Slider: 0 -100, end points: Never, Always 

Q3.2 Please tell us if you agree with the following views 
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Companies deliberately make their privacy notices long and complicated so I won't read them   

I am not concerned by media coverage of data breaches or losses 

Data for research should be anonymous and deleted when the project is finished  

I don't always understand what made a company think I want their product or service  

I feel decisions are being taken about me or for me without my knowing 

I just want to get done whatever it is, and so don't take time to read through all the privacy settings 

Individuals responsible for breaches should be held accountable  

The Government should be doing more to help people understand privacy and data sharing  

I feel I'm being watched when I'm online 

Trying to understand all the privacy settings gets in the way of what I want to do online  

I always understand the language when I'm being asked to give consent 

Generally data protection regulations are misunderstood 

 

Q4.1 When deciding to share my data, I worry about 

Options: Organisations sharing my data with third parties, Researchers using my data for whatever they 

like, My data being used to make decisions about me or for me 

Slider: 0 -100, end points: Not at all, A lot 
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Q4.2 And now, how correct do you think the following statements are 

Younger people are more tech-aware and so can look after themselves better    

Companies should be transparent about how they use data and who they share them with   

I can still be identified from anonymous data    

If a company or researcher uses my data that's different from what they said originally, they don't 
have to tell me    

I always know how data is stored and shared after a research study    

I will only share my data with people I trust    

I feel I make informed choices about privacy and data sharing    

I am not so careful about sharing data when shopping online   

Companies who hold data have an ethical responsibility to use the data for the common good   

The company I share my data with is responsible for my privacy 

The younger generation are often tricked into giving their data because they want to do 
something 

I am concerned about my data being processed with advanced technology  

 

Q5.1 In general, I am concerned when sharing my personal data by 

Options: The security of the data I contribute, the anonymity of the data I contribute, the onward sharing 

of the data I contribute 

Slider: 0 -100, end points: Not at all, Completely 
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Q5.2 Finally, have a look at the following and tell us what you think 

I feel I should be able to change the data that is stored about me 

I don't know how to request access to my data 

I feel overwhelmed by all the regulations 

I should be asked before my data is used for a purpose I didn't originally agree to  

I am always responsible for my own data 

If I agree to let a company or researcher use my data, I no longer have any rights to it  

I don't believe that firms always tell me what they're doing with my data 

If I use a service operating in a different country, different rules apply  

Organisations like the NHS should not be penalised for data breaches as much as 
commercial companies 

If my data is stored by a third party, the risk to my privacy increases  

I can't stop my data being shared 

It's acceptable to share my data for the common good (like during COVID)  
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